As the author demonstrates, in the modern global world military progress is determined by the
over the cultural (spiritual, existential) . The difference is in the understanding of the source of spiritual culture. In European concept it is the autonomous personality guided by its individual system of values and cultural regulations. In Russian philosophy this personality is the reflection of the divine, the revelation of which is the ascendance from the individuality of universal harmony.
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The urgency of the problems caused by the peculiarities of military progress concept is determined by the principal transformations that characterize the current global world order.
The major change happening these days is the competition between civilizations, the cultural and historical communities united by more than just some tight economic bond, but also by some deeper factors. To develop the correct military progress vector, it should be considered that the war between the national mafias is not exterminatory; it is a fight for the spheres of influence over the majority. As it has been mentioned in various researches, the pattern of evolution must contribute to finding the ways and methods of administering the social evolution Every species of social progress corresponds to a genus of social progress; for instance, individualistic society progress corresponds to the slave-holding, feudal, capitalistic and other genera of social progress. As for progress of a collectivist society, it is evident that its genera are associated with the need to overcome the social chaos, social entropy, so to say, "Gardariki type" of progress, which stands for building a "kingdom of cities" as a form of fixing the population on the problematic (for geographic, geopolitical and other reasons) territory of the country [36] .
With increasing frequency scholars and military specialists emphasize that "the new generation wars will be pursued under the laws and regulations of the party which is better prepared for deployment of the latest achievements in the military, economic and technological spheres" [34] . For instance, the Kosovo crisis became the starting point for the emergence of so-called "new humanism" described as follows. There are new concepts of the world order coming up, imbued with the inspiring experience of the human relations and the global community. These new concepts are intended to substitute the institutions of the decaying world order demonstrating their "morbid weakness", condemned to being preferred to the new ideas with their "innovative but plausible" deviation from the previous norms.
We may agree with the opinion that "…such events act as a sort of fair strength test of the "new humanism" in the sphere it has selected; they also demonstrate proprietary inner value and significance at least for the elementary moral the good of humankind, of course" [3] .
Liberalization of the world, which makes international travelling easier for the intellectual elite, and globalization, bringing free travel of technology and capital, lead to concentrating the major resources of the information era in the most economically favourable zones [13] .
For instance, the modern era transhumanism is distinctive for its specificity. "As the cold war was fading, there were some problems of the larger scale that rose to the fore and got in the centre of We may agree with the thinkers who are convinced that the time to write the real story of Russia has come [19] . Only multipolar world can stop American globalism, and it is the only world in which Russia has a chance to maintain its sovereignty and identity. Preservation and development of its national culture will boost the process. We may also agree with G. Meyer: In his book [28] and cheer in the country. The history will curse the proletariat, and so it will curse us, the ones to have caused this storm" [14] .
A distinctive feature of our time is It is necessary to account for the new tendencies typical for military progress and outlined by many thinkers. For instance, at the futurology congress that was recently held in Moscow, the idea of the dead-end prospective of "the stake on Western Europe" and the need for Russia to "turn its face to China" was explicitly expressed. It should be noted that it was not expressed by a random person; the initiator was the patriarch of Western futurology Alvin
Toffler [16] . 
